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Se nate revokes Club's charter
by George Tafelski
The Northeastern Student
Senate has revoked the club
charter of the Revolutionary
Student Brigade, May 12,
because of "infractions of
policy".
Senators Jack Welt and Bob
Gerowitz proposed an amend·
ment to the origin~l revocation
motion made at an earlier
Senate meeting by Senator
Paul Manda and Welt stating
the specific charges leveled
against the RSB . Those
charges were: A) M~su\se of
state funds; B) Failure to
follow policy set down by the
Student Senate on ,February
27, 1975 for the RSB trip to
the regional conference held in
St. Louis from Feb. 28 to
March 2. Specifically:
1) supplying
a
specific
roster with names and I.D.
numbers of those students
going to the conference.
2) supplying valid receipts
upon returning.
3) monies
not accounte.d
for ; $565 given, $533.86
accounted for, leaving ·31.14
deficit.

4) money used for people
other than UNI students.
and, C) Intimidation and har·
rassment of clubs; interference
of other clubs right to meet.
The motion, as amended,
passed with a 12 to 0 vote with
4 abstentions.
The controversy began last
February when it was charged
that the RSB was using the
alloted student fees money to
send non-students to the conference. As a result, the Senate
compiled a list of guidelines for
the trip including the submission of a list of the students
who would be going. The RSB
supplied a roster of nine
names; two of which were of
students who returned home
before the end Iof the conference and one name of a
non-registered student, according to Senate Secretary
Pat W ellbank. Senate President Tom Lasser, said that
registration cards and receipts
accounted for 15 er.sons.
Lasser also said that many
of the receipts that t he RSB
turned in after the trip con-

Ma Bell ~,akes'
the bread$$$
• • •
by Jeff Clever
You'd think that UNI
hadn't heard of rising costs
and recession. The University
Community seems to be using
the communications system
like it was going out of style
without regard to greatly increased expenses, not to mention waste. Director of University
Communications
Gerald Cannon has issued a
memo to the UNI Community
in response to the growing
problem.
In the memo dated April
16th, Cannon made an appeal
to all departments and organi·
zations on campus to cut .their
phone use. The skyrocketing
increase in the phone bill is
traced to an increase in the
number and length of Long
Distance (L.D.) calls and additional message units (a.m.u. )
on local calls. Up until January of this year UNI's phone
system had usage restrictions
which held down the number
of phone calls that could be
placed. At present, one can
make a call from any connected phone using a maximum of six message units.

sisted of figures written on
scraps of paper and restaurant
napkins and were, therefore,
invalid. The RSB agreed to
send to St. Louis for valid
receipts, but when they finally
arrived, those receipts were
also not accepted by the
Senate as being valid.

The RSB was also charged
with disrupting a scheduled
event sponsored by the Students for Israel. Representatives of that organip tion testified that RSB members made
threatening remarks directed
towards them.
W ellbank added that RSB

member, David Shapiro, made
a threatening remark concerning the Senate prior to the
Feb. 27 meeting.
After the voting, RSB member, Stuart Strong, said they
would appeal the decision to
the Student Affairs Council at
a later date.

Former state dept. official
hits CIA's 1 dirtY tricks~
by Pat O'Brien
Author and former State
Department official John
Marks paints a grim picture of
the clandestine operations

being the reigns of G hengis
Khan, I van the Terrible and
perhaps a few Hitlerian
moustache whiskers thrown in
for seasoning. But as Marks

John Marks, former State Dept. official attacked the CIA saying
that conventional morals don't exist for the agency. He summed
(Calls in Chicago, for instance, it up in Machiavellian terms - "the ends justify the means"
have at a flat rate of one unit [Photo by Paul Manda]
for any length of time. )
pointed out while describing
department of the Central
The campus monthly phone Intelligence Agency.
instances of church· burnings,
bill during the restrictions
attempted overthrows of goMarks, who co-authored the
averaged $10,500. However, book The CIA and Cult of
vernments and political assaswhen the restrictions were Intelligence with Victor
sinations, it's all being dilifted, the monthly phone bill Marchetti, spoke Monday
rected from right here jn the
shot up to $12,242.25 for night in. UNI's main auditoriU .S.
March alone, about a 17% · um on the importance of
He also mentioned incidents
increase. L.D. calls averaged stopping covert CIA operawhere the CIA has contracted
$1,150/ mo. during the restric- tions.
for murder with the Mafia
tions; since then they are now
citing a particular instance
He discussed many of the
about $1 ,360/ mo. The same things that are in the book and
where Fidel Castro was to be
dramatic increases can be a few that aren't concluding
killed during the sixties.
found in local calls which are that Americans are going to
"There's not a single crimiaccounted for in units. Local have to rally together to stop
nal act known to man that the
units
used
to
average the "dirty tricks" department
CIA hasn't used to get its
40,000/ mo. but with the new of the Agency.
objectives carried out," Marks
"free phones" the total numsaid.
Mi.rks said that in CIA
ber of units reached 51,967 in operations; morals, at least
" I'm not sure, but I don't
March.
think that dealing with the
conventional morals, don't
All of these facts and figures exist. He said that CIA
Mafia is exactly where the
lead up to the same conclusion. operations have ranged from
U.S. Government should be,"
With easier access to the creating student disorders to
he said.
telephone system, the people murder in order to accomplish
Marks said that the CIA
on this campus have become its objectives.
was formed by the late Harry
Truman near the end of
wasteful to the point of abuse
"To the CIA, the ends
WWII .- Truman wanted· a more
in their use of our communica- justify the means," Marks
tions system.
accurate line of intelligence
said.
In an interview with Mr.
than he was getting through
The list of things the CIA
Cannon, we found a few has had its hands into during
the military. The agency was
additional insights into the its 25-year history read like a
set up as a two-fold department, with one section being
(Continued on Page 2)' stew recipe with ingredients

analytical and the other an
operative arm of intelligence
gathering. He said there was a
loophole in the agency ' s
charter that allowed them to
become manipulative in addition to operative.
"And t hat loophole has been
big enough to fly a U-2
through at times," Marks said,
alluding to Fran cis G ary
Powers aborted spy flight over
Russian territory in 1960.
Marks would lead us to
wonder if anything in the
world besides t he weather
happens by itself anymore. He
said t hat a tiny group in
Washington controls the CIA
under the direct authority of
the President of the United
States. T_hat group, he said, ·
has circumvented the authority of the Congress and the
Constitution in the matters of
war making and foreign policy
making.
"The CIA has changed
history as we perceive it," he
said.
Some of the history he was
talking about included the rise
and fall of Allende's Chilean
government and the major
involvement the CIA had in
engineering our intrusion into
South Vietnam.
As to why the American
people aren't in a position to .
control the CIA's activities at
this point, Marks pointed to
the checks and balances that
keep other governmental areas
in line.
" None of the limits that
apply to the rest of the United .
States government apply to
the CIA, " he said. ·
Marks said ·that Americans
hav e been erroneously informed , if at ·all, about CIA
activities through the use of
" plausible deniability." Every
covert activity of the CIA has
a cover story prepared in
advance in case someone finds
(Continued on Page 2)
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Ma Bell's harvest -

cont. from p. 1

problem. Cannon immediately
number and length of calls
dismissed rising telephone
made from any connected
extension. In addition, Centrex
rates as a cause oI the
would keep a record of the
problem. "Our monthly bills
are getting larger even though . phone numbers the calls were
we have figured in rate in- made t o. "We're looking upon
it favorably," said Cannon ·
creases," he said.
Cannon-pointed out that the ; "but there is one drawback; the
cost. With .the system we now
problem has reached such
have, our charge per (teleproportions that the Budpone) instrument is $2.50/mo.,
getary Council at the Univerwith Centrex it would be about
sity has made strong sugges$7.50/ mo.''
tions to reduce the bill and
Presently, L.D. calls can be
have approved a program to
recorded as to who made them
reduce expenses. New restricand the number which was
tions on the calling area are
called. Even stiffer sanctions
being · contemplated, which
are planned. A new form will
would probably reduce . the
number of units· allowed on a
have to be filled out by anyone
direct-dial call. Cannon emphamaking a long distance call.
sized that unlike L.D. calls,
On it, they will have to
UNI cannot trace the number
identify
themselves,
their
of local calls to an extension.
phone credit number and their
To tackle this problem, the
phone number. They will also
·u niversity is considering inhave to enter the called numstalling Centrex, a tracing
ber and the city and state in
system offered by Illinois Bell. which it is located. If it is
determined that the L.D. call
This system would enable the
university to keep track of the ,is of pers_onal nature, the

charges will be assigned to the
caller's home phone. All approved business calls will go
though the university switchboard.
The State of Illinois is also
clamping down on misuse. The
Communications Division of
the General Service Administration has issued .a new
policy directive calling for
reimbursement on unauthorized use of the State Telephone
. System. It specifies that reimbursement be made to the
State at $LOO/ minute on local
calls and $2.00/minute on L.D.
calls. Cannon hopes this will
be strong deterrent to those
who would abuse their privilege.
"I'm fairly certain there is a
minority on campus who are
involved in the abuses. It's a
shame to penalize the whole
campus. I'll admit that it's
difficult to pin down the
individuals, but I'd rather we
did it together."

cont. from p. 1

CIA 's perception of history
out about it. Pla1.1sible deniability is bureaucrates for lying,"
Marks said.
Worse, and frequently em. barrasing, Marks said that
these lies usually must be
voiced by the President
himself . compounding people's
· disbelief of their officials and
the government as a whole.
;,< · 'No'hbdy ·believes · the government because it lies consis-~t~y to - its own -~ people;''.
Marks said.
Marks said he's no longer
. sure if just shutting off CIA
funds by the Congress would
stop the covert activities. He
· said the agency has set itself
up in a network of false-front
· companies including a couple
of major airlines and a training
academy for foreign policemen
to learn tactics for propaganda
disbursement and electronic
surveillance.
Marks said that the CIA
doesn't operate schools to
overtly teach torture- tactics
because it would be impossible
to deny. "Besides," he said
"no one has to be trained to
hook up electrical wires to
someone's genitals. "
Marks, in addition ,to
writing, is currently working
for the Center for Natinal
Security Education in Washington. He said that people

interested in actively working
to end CIA covert activities

can write to that group for
help in starting a local project.

ON STAGE-Bright ·As Lffe!
3 WEEKS ONLY! Wed. May 14-June 1
IF YOU LIKED . . .
"THE KING & I", "LOVE STORY", "MAN OF LA MANCHA"
YOU'LL LOVE "ODYSSEY'""AND ITS TROJAN HERO

.

LBRYNN
in

JOAN DIENE·R
By the creators of "LOVE STORY" &"MAN OF LA MANCHA"

Tickets b.y PHONE, MAIL, BOX OFFICE & TICKETRON
TICKET PRICES
$10.00

$12.00

"'-'· Rew

I.SO

10.50

Balcony, Front
..._.,,, lliddle

1.50

10.50

6.50
4.50

1.50

Main " ' - '• Front
lllll■n

Balcony,RNi-

6.50

-

Tues. lhru Sat. 8 PM
Mais. Wed. & Sal. 2:30
Mats. Sun. May 25 &·
June 1, 3:30 PM
Sun. May 18, 6 PM
Ticket
Reservalions
(312) 791-6000
Theatre
Party Sales
(312) 791-6190
0

McCormick Place
On-The-Lake, Chicago, Ill. 60616

The Staff
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N ~. Students.

Material
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with views expr91Nd ,by the University.
adrl'.it,isbaliun. Print is located in E-214
phone li8M860, ext. "619.
•

Editor: Robert Kosinski
Managing Editor: Robin Trilling
Associate Editor: Mary Robandt
Sports Editor: Pauline Philipps
Business Manager: Rita Harmata
Photo Editor: Paul Manda
Cartoonist: Margaret Drewkci

ARE YOU INTERESTED in working in a small group setting
helping freshmen students plan their schedules for the fall? The
University Counseling Center, in conjunction with Admissions &
Records, is developing an orientation program to be held July 21
to August 1, 9:00 to 12:00. Nine student advisors are needed to
assist counselors. There is a possibility that one credit hour will
be given for your help. For additional information contact
Dorothy McCreary or David Helfand, University Counseling
Center, B-115, as soon as possible.
ANTONIA", the story of Antonia Brico, the first woman to
conduct a major orchestra, by singer JUDY COLLINS and Jill
Godmilow, will be shown at the Patrick O'Malley Auditorium
Roosevelt University, on Friday, May 23 at 7:30 and 9:00 PM,
and at Liberty Hall, 2440 N. Lincoln on Saturday, May 24 at 7:30
and 9:00 PM . "LUCIA", a striking film about a Cuban woman,
will be shown on Friday, May 23 at 7:30 PM at Liberty Hall, and
on Saturday, May 24 at 7:30 PM at the Patrick O'Malley
Auditorium. Tickets for each will be $2.00, to benefit the Chicago
Women's Liberation Union. For more information, contact:
Jenny Knauss, 784-6738, or Ingrid Christiansen, 472-4632.
Have you thought about a career as a conservationist,
interpretive naturalist, or environmental educator? Would you
like -to work for improved environmental quality in an outdoor
setting or with an environmental action group? The Department
of Geography and Environmental Studies has developed- a
concentration in environmental studies designed to meet your
career interest and provide competencies needed for your
particular (:areer.
A Career Opportunities Conference with speakers from the
National Park Service, American Camping Association, Scouts,
and others will be held on May 22 , from 1:00 - 4:00 PM in
S-202. For more information, please contact Dr. Barbara
Winston, .Geography and Environmental Studies Department,
Office 344-G, Science Building, ext. 791 or 780.

20 : Alternative Education at UNI. Thursday, May 22: Dr.
Pauline Bart, " Portnoy's Mother Comes Back to School." In t he
A-Lounge, 1:00 - 2:00. Refreshments.
'

co-stamng

FRI. &
SAT. EVES.

ALL CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS rece1vmg student
fees money must turn in a list of the current membership of the
club by May 30, 1975 to the char ter Review Board in the Senate
office. There will be no exceptions! All clubs that do not submit a
list will lose their charter. If there are any questions as to why
this action is being taken, contact Mike Newman, either at the ·
Senate office or in B-114.

WHAT ARE YOU DOING F.OR THE REST OF YOUR
LIFE? A symposium on The Returning Woman. Tuesday, May

OYSS

WEEKDAY EVES.
& ALL MATS.

anno•ncements

Staff: Al Albert, Nancy Bartosch,
Larry Brittain, Dave Dettman,
Diane ~ ockery, Jeff Einbinder,
Stephen Flamich, Peg Gorman,
Jean lkezoe, Gerri Leffner, Pennie
Lepinski, Jeff Markowski, Steve
Novak, Dan Pearson, Anna Maria
Pezzetta, George Tafelski, Joe
Wynn, Jeff Clever

SECOND ANNUAL VETERANS CLUB CANOE TRIP will
be the 6th, 7th, and 8th of June. It will be at Turkey Run State
Park again, so the rates will be the· same as last time - A $5.00
deposity to be paid no later than May 31, and $15.00 for the rest
of the weekend. This price will cover the canoe rental for the two
days, and the campgrounds. Bring your own tent and food.
Transportation will not be provided. The above price is for one
canoe; with at least two in each canoe, the cost is not bad. ·
Contact Mike Newman in the Veteran Affairs Office, B-114, to
turn in your deposit or for mo~e information.
"EAST LIBERTY, P.A. returns to the Barry Street Theatre,
656 W. Barry. Written by UNI's Alan Bates and directed ·by
Dick Hesler, this rolicking satire on The American Way stars
students Mary Zentmeyer, , Robin Trilling, Doug Widowski, and
Jack Baker as Mr. America. Bring your Big Macs and enjoy!
THE ELECTION for the Student Representative to the Board
of Governors wil be held on the 17th· and 18th of June. The
student who holds this position is permitted a voice in the Board
of Governors meetings, and is open to all full and part-time UNI
students. The Board is made up of five Illinois colleges. Meetings
are held on the second Thursday of each month and take place ,at
the participating campuses. Funds for travel and expenses for the
student representative will be provided. Pick up candidate
petitions in E -205S and must be submitted to the Student Senate
Office by June 9th.

APOCALYPSE presents the spring issue of " Out There, "
which is free to all students at UNI. Be sure to pick up a copy of
this publication at the Cre~tive Writing Center on Bryn Mawr.

THE MUSIC DEPARTMENT presents The Contemporary
Arts String Quartet, with Vincent Oddo, viola and William
Schutt, piano, on Monday, May 19 at 8:00 pm in the UNI
Auditorium. Music by Mozart, Schubert, and Schumann will be
presented in this concert which is open to the public.

16, May, 1975
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ERA for men, too
by Carole Schiro

by M. L. Robandt
A wild-eyed extremist offers this bedtime story as contribution
to the Nostalgia Craze for the year 2001:
"Once upon a time a man named Disch complied a book about
how someday soon there would be no books. Fanious
philosophers; Marshall McLuhan, Herbert Marcuse, Paul
Goodman, Eugene Ionesco, and many others rejoiced, mourned,
or otherwise commented on The Future of Literacy (which is the
name of the book). Some said that literacy was an elitist tool to
keep out groups with high-brow secrets. Others wondered if
literacy would even be missed; that a "humanistic" education
never did anything to make people humane; instead of making
them broad-minded, it only made them prissy-minded. Some said
that mass culture was in no danger if literacy died, because the
medium of print was already (in 1967) a fading star behind the
rising sun of film and audio tapes to disseminate ideas.
The problem of whether print, and literacy, should be saved or
scrapped was complicated by confusion about the aims of
education. (Seminars about the aims of education are almost as
boring as lectures about the aims of education - the very phrase
has been known to cause a reflex yawn in millions of people.) In
America (which everyone knew was a classless melting pot),
education was supposed to (simultaneously) homogenize utterly
different cultures and make children good W.A.S.P.-minded
Americans; to prepare them for severe competition in a scientific,
industrial society; and to impart a charming veneer of· artistic
appreciation (providing names such as Jefferson, Renoir and
Chaucer to be tossed into cocktail chatter). One was reminded of
the inept, desperate clown on Bozo's Circus trying frantically to
balance three spinning plates on sticks ; no sooner did one get
spinning nicely, when another would topple; until the band ended
with a fanfare and he collapsed backstage of a stroke.
Books were held to blame for the plight of (Mis-)Education.
Their magic properties had deserted them. The new mediums
would give everyone a better chance to· develop all three areas
equally, as one picture (with audio) is certainly worth a thousand
words. Simplicity and vitality would reign at last; efficiency ~nd
empathy would become one.
There was only one problem. Some people didn't see the light.
They clung to their battered leather and paper talismans like
children offered a new toy who preferred the old familiar (if
· ragged) one, and wept. The new mediums were not as successful
as was hoped, because the middle-men (the teachers) had their
own toys, called Interia and Tenure. They kept on teaching film
as though it were print, unaware that an entirely different set of
skills and symbols was used to bring the world through film than
through print. Who cares about camera angle, color symbolism,
and lighting, they cried. We know only metaphor, simile, and
usage! Print can distort, they swore - film only shows what is
REAL. (Because of their help, students didn't like or understand
film any more than they had books. Politicians and products
were successfully sold with lying visuals and legal voice-overs!)
Meanwhile, book-lovers had broken into two ranks; those who
understood that new mediums need new training, and those who
simply loved the old ways ideas were shared. Who will decided
which words are inefficient, they asked. Won't we lose something
if we cannot remember, or visualize for ourselves, what
'shimmering, voluptuous, ephemeral, horrific' mean? And if my
vision of a true love or great hero is not that of your current
favorite actor or actress, shall I be deprived of seeing him or her
in my mind's eye?
The critics replied that overly permissive use of words ha's led,
in the dark past, to 'inoperative', to 'nattering nabobs of
negativism', to an avalanche of words without true meaning.
Fewer words is what we need, and the relative cheapness of
printing encourages excess words. Small voices protested that the
same meaninglessness and dishonesty could be learned by users
of the · new mediums, too - more skill in uncovering lies, not
fewer words, was the cure. (Think of how familiar words like
'sexy' and 'wonder' can lie!)
. At last the defenders of print and literacy went underground
A few have formed a band of 'crap-detectors' that wage war on
the new media liars as well as on the old. But since it takes
money to make films and videotapes, their only method is to drop
written notes to citizens - who cannot understand them. . .
I met an old man (or, as Shakespeare said, a fool) in the forest
- 'a motley fool '. He was sitting under a tree, reading from a
book. He whispered,
, 'Whither is fled the visionary gleam?
Where is now, the glory and the dream?'
And I answered him softly,
'Nothing can bring back the hour
Of splendor in t?e grass, of glory in the flower.
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support just because he is a
The Equal Rights Amendman.
ment (ERA) may pass the
Under ERA, alimony will
Senate. this week. Its supportstill he allowed, but each
ers, from the Housewives for
partner_'s economic dependency
ERA to the American Federa- and ability to provide will be
tion of Labor, believe that the . considered. Upon separation
passage of ERA will bring and divorce in some states,
equality and a greater measure child custody is still being
of fairness to men as well as decided on the basis of the
women.
parent's sex, rather than the
Widespread support for needs and welfare of the
ERA has come with the children.
examination of laws and
Some colleges and .
practices which that discrimi- universities still maintain
nation against women back- higher admission standards,
fires on men. These are some quotas in certain disciplines,
of the tnequities ERA will and higher grades for collegecorrect:
bound women, althopgh these
- In many states it is a practices are already illegal.
crime for , an adult male to So, · after paying taxes, a man
sexually molest a female und~r may have to pay again for his
12 years of age. There is no daugl.ter 's education in a
law to protect young boys non-ta)!: supported school.
from• sexual assault from
- . On some jobs women
adults of either sex, nor is enjoy benefits from " protecthere a law to protect female tive" labor laws in the areas of
children from assault by adult health, safety, and overtime
females.
pay which men need and
- many states assume that deserve . Often, the extra
the husband and father should benefits are used to justify
automatically carry the entire keeping women out of jobs
bu,rden of alimony and child that men will do for less, even

Summer day care
~.

The Women's Studies Program is again offering • its
summer day care program for
children of parents who need
to continue their education or
work at N.I.U. Formerly called
KIDDIE- KOLLEGE , this
year the program is renamed
THE CHILDREN'S SUMMER SESSION.

DEATH
OF THE

In addition to providing day
care, the Session also gives
children the chance to experiment and learn about their
environment. Our program
provides learning experiences
for the children in many ares:
language development, cooking, sports, drama, swimming,
arts and crafts, music, videotaping films, and more. We
also have several field trips

Shown at
and

8:00PM

*I•

~ •

.-,,•

,.'~

j~<",4.

planned in order to extend the
dimensions of the children's
environments.
Registration is taking plare
now. If you are a parent who is
working or attending classes
at Northeastern, and your
child is 6 to 14 years old, you
may register him/her in room
C-523. For further information
please contact Collette Walker
or Glen Palm at ex. 423.

ROSENBER6S

A ]950 1 s documentary of
the accused 1 trted 1 and
executed Rosenberg
couple durin g the
McCarthy era
d u ring the
HUAC purge.

1:00PM

though equal benefits (such as
pregnancy leave) would benefit
men and their families.
- Many corporations, upon
the death of a male employee,
provide for salary continuation, extension of pension
benefits, and generous group
insurance for the widow. Most
do not pr9vide similar protection for the widower of a
working wife. The children
may draw on her social
security account, but her
husband cannot, unless he can
prove that she provided more
than half of his support. In the
reverse situation, no such
proof is needed. A widow and
children can draw social
security f'Ven if she is
independently wealt_hy.
Opponents of ERA claim
that the 14th Amendment
seems comprehensive enough
to protect both men and
women against sex discriminaion. Yet, in 200 years, The
Supreme Court has not applied
t he 14th Amendment to
discrimination against women
except in two narro~ cases.
ERA, its supporters believe,
will offer women more concrete
opportunities in jobs and
public life, and will also offer
men equal rights to time with
their children, time for recreatipl), an!i a>r.easo~able, woi;king
day.
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Artists 'biography' has charm
by Mary L. Robandt
For those who are tired of
scowling feminists, simpering
ladies, and sexpots, here's a
lady who beats Ellen Burstyn
"(Alice") by 40 years.
Now playing at Chicago
City Theatre Co., 333 W.
Wisconsin, "Biography" is the
1930's comedy of an artist
whose exuberant lifestyle, and
that of her famous lovers, is
about to be exposed in her
autobiography. Marian (June
Huitt) can't understand why
her memoirs make her girlhood

flame, Leander (!) "Bunny"
Nolan so hysterical, or why her
intense (and intensely attractive) young editor should want
so bitterly to destroy him.
June Huitt in the lead
carries the play. She's a joy to
watch. Infuriatingly sweet
during all the uproar, one
wonders if she's little bit
stupid, until her salon-type
manipulations begin to show a
pattern. Marian is that oldfashioned thing, a charmer,
who is forgiven everything
simply because she is. As a

woman over 30, she has tne
refreshing un-girlish charm bf
a woman who's lived and who
knows herself.
Her friends and lovers are
not so· happily self-aware;
Nolan(Daniel Calhoun), the
aspiring Senator .:;ringes whenever Marian calls him "Bunny" - his pompous dignity
can't stand it. Calhoun is
funny , but he's a bit too stuffy
and stiff even for a Southern
junior Senator - it's hard to
see how Marian could ever
have loved him. Paul Porter as

Richard, Kurt, is good as the
zealous young editor who
hates ,class and priviledge,
shutting . out everyone in his ·
bitterness. Kate Gianaris as
Minnie, the German maid is
wonderful in her small role she saves the laughs in the
scene with her bumbling
adoration of the Hollywood
Star, unfortunately overplayed
by Kirn Spaulding. (So marvelous as Rose in "Queen
Bee'', he seems to be
extending that role into this
play.)
•

'

;..~ If

Marlan Warren also falls
prey to overacting in her role
as brash co-ed, but stereotyped
characters like these are hard
not to, overact. The other
supporting actors, Jon Platou
and John Griffin, do just fine
in Marian's orbit. · Under
perfectionist directors J os~ph
Ehrenberg and Joel Hall,
"Biography" will work the
kinks out and show 1975 wliat
it's been missing.

_Industry accepts
Kaskaskia degree
minor in English left gaps in
"An experimental degree
"They not only preferred it to
some areas and Aernanded
may be more valuable than a
a
biology
rnajor/E~glish
traditional one", says Barbara · work unrelated to her plans in
minor, they offered me an
Meshberg, Kaskaskia student.
other areas.
internship in their writing
"Fortunately", says BarbThe Kaskaskia Plan is one
department for this summer. "
ara, "I took one of Dr.
of the experimental programs
Internships, providing onShabica's earth science classes
of the Center for Program
the-job training, credit hours,
last semester. When I menDevelopment. Dr.
Charles
and sometimes paychecks, are
Shabica (Earth Science) is
tioned my problem to him, he
a crucial part of experimental
told me about the Kaskaskia
coordinator for the Plan, which
degree programs. Kaskp.skia
program. "
lets students develop their own
may be able to offer other
Baxter Laboratories was
degree requirements with the
students this "foot in the
Barbara's choice to test how
help of a faculty advisor and
door" to a related job after
industry feels about non-tradi- graduation.
an advisor directly employed
Barbara
contional degrees. "I wanted to · cluded, " I can't speak for all
in the student's field of study.
find out how they'd feel about . people in industry, but my
, Barbara Meshberg is one of
hiring someone whose transoutside advisor thinks the
Kaskaskia's success stories.
cript read,
"Experimental
Kaskaskia program is terShe wanted to · be a technical
Degree Program, Technical
science writer, but her original
rific!"
Science Writing", she said.
plan to major in biology and

ARE YOU CONTENT WITH
STAVING THE WAY YOU ARE?
the accountancy
departments of

Then you probably won't be interested in PsychoBiogenics' materials which will enable you to achieve
those dreams which you thought were impossible to
achieve.

THE GOALS WHICH YOU ATTAIN ARE THE ENDPRODUCTOF THE EFFECTIVE ACTIONS WHICH
ARE USED TO ATTAIN THEM.
EFFECTIVE ACTIONS WILL ALWAYS ATTAIN
YOUR GOALS AND ASPIRATIONS .
Psycho-Biogenics shows you how to EFFECTIVELY
approach your goals so that YOU WILL ATTAIN
THEM. PSYCHO-BIOGENICS WILL ALLOW
YOUR DREAMS TO BECOME REALITIES!
Take advantage of these materials NOW!
Tape Cassette Programs (60 min.):
Principles of Effective Relaxation
Introspection and Self-Analysis I
Publications:
Introduction To Psycho-Biogenics
Love: A Radical Approach
Willingness To Exa'!1ine All Knowledge
Send Check or Money Order to:
Institute of Psycho-Biogenics
P.O. Box 95
Morton Grove, Illinois 60053

DePaul University
and

University of Illinois
at Chicago Circle
offer a joint intensified

CPA REVIEW
for the November Exam

Days at Circle Campus
Evenings at DePaul University
Classes conducted by
distinguished faculty
from both institutions
and master practitioners

REGISTER NOW
Review starts June 23
and ends November 1
Phone or Write
CPA REVIEW

DePaul University

$6
$6
$2.50
$3.50
$2

25 E. Jackson Boulevard
Chicago, IL 60604
Phone: (312) 321-7820

Film relives

Rosenberg horror
by Debra Niemann
The Rosenbe ; case will not
leave us. It 1 ,gers like the
smell of a corpse left in a room.
Julius and Ethel Rosenberg,
the only Americans ever
sentenced to death for nuclear
espionage, were executed in
Sing Sing's electric chair on
June 19, 1953, the day President Eisenhower once again
turned down their plea for
clemency.
On Tuesday, May 20th_ at
7:30 P.M. in the Auditorium,

the commuter Center Activities Board and Khal Isralli
present the film " Death of the
Rosenberg's" and on FridaY..,.
May 30, Michael Meeropol,
son of Julius and Ethel Rosenberg, who has taken a different
family name to avoid bias, will
speak on their parents innocence and how they re-opened
the case.

~ A ___ a~cdle

~~leep,
STEREO TAPES

Go Chinese ..:. American dishes, too.
'.i:mch served to all students at
hours.

all

8-track & cassettes
• over 1(X)() rock &
popular titles
• only $1.99 each
• free brochure

3411 W. Bryn Mawr Ave .

write : AUDIO LOOP CO.
DEPT.5 76P.O. BOX 43355
CLEVELAND. OHIO 44143

Want a change in your lunchtiml! routine?

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - &..--------~---
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Satire, not slapstick,
!

•

ID

swashbuckler

>

A Review by Dan Pearson
9'
. t he golden daysr 'of
present m
THE FOU R
MUSKE ·
CAPTAIN
BLOOD
and
.Ti
tE
TEERS (subtitled Mildady's
PRISONER OF ZENDA. The
Revenge ) t akes on much
current wave of cynicism has
harsher tones than t he previ·
found its way into t h.i s
ous light-hearted sword play
•
and slapstick of the good old costume spectacular.
The highly involved plot
days of Cardinal Richelieu.
Alexandre Dumas' classic tale rotates around the seige of La
Rochelle. The English Prime
cont inues to follow Richard
Minister (Simon Ward), a
Lester's -conception of how to
make a sequel. The characters Protestant dandy, wants to aid
the French Huguenots. This
remain t he same, but his
handling aims at severe satire, disturbs Cardinal Richelieu
not silliness. The musketeers (Charlton Hes ton ) so he
bargains with Milady Dewinter
are likeable professional killers
bound only by duty to country (Faye Dunaway) to dis uade
and occasionally God. These t he Duke or silence him. She
gallant gentlemen will stand agrees only when she has
no insult to their honor or obtained a death warrant for
refuse the boldest dare. They Mme. Bonancieux (Raqu el
fight with zest and bravado in Welch ) and her lover D 'Artagthe romantic tradition of nan (Michael York) for their
Flynn and Fairbanks, but insults to her person (and for
there is something harder, the good of France).
Lester uses this holy war as
something colder in the
dispatch of foes than was a springboard for his social
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criticism. Priests bless t he
seige cannons before they try
to hit t heir t argets, and
members of the clergy wait at
the end of the pay" line to
relieve the burden of too many
sous. In the final sortie the
four musketeers (Oliver Reed,

Richard Chamberlain, \Frank
Finlay, and York dispatch
t hirteen agents of the Cardinal
and his personal spy (Christo·
phe~ Lee) insid~ a convent.
The director's barb also
takes aim at . the absurd
monarchy of Louis XIII

(Jean-Pierre Cassel) and his
silly, unfaithful queen (Geral·
din Chaplin). The frolic of
court life is continually contrasted witp t he poverty and
squalor of t,he peasantry. The
court picnics in t he fields while
traitors are hung in the
background as t he music of
the calliope pipes sweetly and
shrilly on.
Two personal favorities of
THE
THREE
MUSKE ·
TEERS ; Roy Kinnear as
D'Artagan's
servant,
and
Raquel Welch, as D 'Artagnan's girl, return but have
fewe r s cen es than befor e ,
which is unfortunate. The rare
comic ability of these two was
half the fun of the first film. Of
the others, Heston · and Dun·
away appear to have the most
fun reveling in their excellent
villanny. Four musketeers may
not be as .much fun as three
musketeers, but its a lot better
than no musketeers at all. '

Prison drama a catch.
so comically pompous and
intense that even his rival, Ice,
must laugh. Ice(Phil Billing·
ton) is a wily, earthy man with
a flair for story-telling. His
tale about Jane Fonda is one
of the show's high points.
Paco (Jerry Goodman) and
In the prison dayroom the
· dregs of society are assembled. Juan (Robert Garcia) are rivals
AFe these walls an arena which for control of the Puerto Rican
brings out the animal in a faction. Juan's "big brother" ·
man, or can they show him his attitude toward s Cupcakes
(Frank Sabatino) contrasts
humanity?
sharply
with Paco's pointedly
"Shorteyes", at JANE
ADDAMS THEATRE, is the · sexual attentions. Longshoe
story of a day in the lives of (Barry Stigler) stands alone . .
seven men. Their fantasies , He is a surly, slouching
fears, vanities, and dreams are hoodlum who admits that
laid bare in their struggles to whites are the minority.
Director BURT FERRINI
wrench survival from one
brings
out the guts of this
another.
In the inevitable cliques, the . drama, again moulding the
blacks are tenuously led by El individual talents of his cast
Raheem (Shabazz), self-pro· into a unit which gives a tight
claimed prop~et of Allah. He is ensemble ' performance: This
byJ. C. Wynn
"You let your fear of these
walls steal your spirit, and
you'll .never get it back. Thi§
ain't no pawnshop. "
Juan: "Shorteyes"

THE BLUEGRASS VIBRATIONS of the Newgrass Revival will
play at Northeastem's Auditorium Thursday, May 22 at 8 p.m.
Introducing themselves as the "best bluegrass band in the
history of the Atlantic Ocean", they. strum contemporary and
traditional bluegrass s~ngs, while displaying flawless- techniques
of banjo, mandolin, fiddle and guitar.

----------------------~...,...
THIS AD WORTH (1)

I

I
I

Submarine Sandwiches •. Soups •• Salads •• Chili
"Penny Wise and Pound Foolish"

3336 W. Bryn Mawr Ave., Chicago 60659

Patrick S. Autry

12

oz.

John B. Gaughan

Phone: 478-9440

DRINK WITH ANY SANDWICH
GOOD UNTIL MAY 24TH

·•I
I
I
I
I

tight playing makes apparent
the parallel ebb and flow of
power; within each man as
well as within the group.
Playwright Miguel Pinero
fools the audience into think·
ing this is another prison
expose of horror and homo·
sexuality, until the introduc·
tion of an eighth prisoner.
Cl~rk Davis. (Ron Thelo) is
dubbed Shorteyes, prison jar· ~
gon for child-rapist. His w(lak
character, the nature of his
crime, and his fellow-prisoners '
revulsion towards him forces
them to confront their own
characters. Each must choose
whether he is human or
bestial. This choice, and each
man's painful awareness of his
choice, makes "Shorteyes" a
powerful evening's entertainment.
I

II

--------------------Th e re rs a d ifference !!!
MCAT 10- 75

TE

o

LSAT

7-26-75

DA T
10- 75
ST AT ATOS ■
.NA T' L ■ DS , 6- 75
Es 011a

';' '. , c

pact MCAT - ■ elor• Fall Term
.C om
......
. ........... ......... ... . ... .... .
'

'

* Spring and Summer MCAT Compact Cl asses
* Excellent Test Preparat ion
•
•
•
•
~

DRACULA

the ffi() s t s L 1 c•n t ,
"the nos t c-re.e•,y nr<1 n1L.1 y ou'vl.'
e v c r s c en . T h c ,; c· c rec pt, r.: re c-: pc· d
before lie] Cl L: i/C'i"l thou ght of dnj ·nr.
t h e pa r t . t-'! 1. x :.:; c 11 r c c k , A 1 e Y.. a 11 d c r
Cranach, Cu s tav van Wan ge ri1e:im ,
wh:!re are yo~ now'!

7-12-75
6-21-75

Volum inous Homework Material
Limited Class Size
Taped Lessons for Review or Missed Classes
Cou rse Material Constantly Updated
Instructors Experienced in Yo ur Test

n r i i~ .i nd 1,

/V\AY 21

Most courses begin 8 weeks prior
to rest date - REGISTER EARLY

STANLEY H. KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL CENTER
2050 W. Devon, Chicago
·
(312) 764-5151
IN MADISON
(608 ) 238-4489

•

~©.
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•
- - If you're over 21 you can stop reading
here. But-if you're iI or under you can start
packing. Because TWA's Youth Fare is
back. And it can save you lots of money
on ·a flight to Europe.
To qualify, all you have to do is make
your reservations five days (or less) before
you want to leave. Then leave.
You can stay in Europe for as long as
you want. Up to a year.
You can even charge
your trip on TWA's
Getaway* Card and
extend payments over
time.
So if you're between 12 and 21 call
your Travel Agent or TWA.
But better hurry. Before you know it
you'll be 22.

'Chicago to:
Shannon
Dublin
London or Lisbon
Paris, Madrid or Malaga
Casablanca
Geneva or Zurich
Milan
Vienna
Rome
Athens
✓

Economy
June-Aug.

Youth Fare
June-Aug.

Savings
-

$818
$830
$888
$948
$962
$1002
$1036
$1070
$1092
$1258

$499
$503
$506
$514
$523
$520
$523
$630
$525
$653

$319
$327
$382
$434
$439
$482
$513
$440
$567
$605

Trans World Airlines.
All fares shown are round-trip.
*Service mark owned exclusively by 1WA.

Fares subject to government approva l. Fares based on C hicago departure.

I
I

I -

I
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!
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h elp
"1'anted ·
Student with ability to operate
A.B. Dick mimeograph and
Addressograph machines. Part time
10:12 hours per week Call
KE9-2202
WZRD n(leds volunteers to· work
as record librarian filing new
records . Contact Mike Brown as
soon as possible after 12:30· ext.
452 or 453
The University Counseling Center
needs you - if you are a junior or
senior student and enjoy working
in a small group setting, why not
assist counselors during this
summer's freshman orientation?
See announcement column in this
week's PRINT.

for sale ·
CHICAGO BEACH BOYS
TICKETS want to trade for
another night. Have 2 June 1
opening night main floor tickets,
must trade. Call Renee 262-1330
ROLLING STONES want to selJ 2
Rolling Stones tickets, box seats,
· for Wednesday July 23. Best offer.Call Chuck 4 78-4812
Stereo for Sale 1 Garrard
turntable, 1 Fischer amp, 1 KLH
Speaker, worth $1,100 will sell for
$400 - warranty is still good. Call
Aurita ext 315 in the business
office.

.

For sale: The remains of my punch
cards, printer spacing charts,
flowcharts & templet, etc. All for
$1.50 call Paul at 478-1909 after
3:00

f or rent

Alternatives presents the "Dope
Report", a weekly recorded
message. Call 338-DRUG for
information about drugs currently
on the streets.

Dear Patti: Did you miss me over
the break? If you're wondering
why there was no personal from
me in the last print it's because
the PRINT people didn't put it in.
I will hold Mr. Kosinski responsible for any more failures. Have a
happy day . Signed, The Phantom

To the faculty member who has
ignored the two previous calls on
Jay's guitar book. Please return
the book to the library.

RIDE NEEDED to Ohio on
Friday May 23 after 2:00. Will
share expenses. Rosa - 764-2755
(after 10:00 p .m.)
Nancy, Quit getting in the way of
the ball. The sports pages will
miss you . Get that cast off fast &
easy on the leg. sports ed.

For Rent - apt., 4½ large rooms,
6 blocks from UNI , ½ block from
"L". Option to buy curtains. $142.
Call 478-5203 Available June 1 or
J uly 1.

personals
Alternatives offers free and
anonymous drug analysis service
drop samples (full hits) at our
northtown center, 2546 W. Peter_s on. For more information, call
· 973-6966 Between 3:30 and 5:30,
Tuesday through Saturday.
Found: Women 's gold ring,
outside science building. Call and
Identify: 973-6966 afternoons &
Saturdays, 864-5619 (eves) ask for
Randy
Bob Hurley: Great seeing you the
night of April 14. Please get in
touch at 262-6343 afternoons or
evenings at 743;9781 inornings.
Denise M.
Marge : I hear you are giving
driving lessons and a series of
lectures on the upkeep of
University cars.

Jtt ~reams .

offerings__

SOME THINGS
ESPECIALLY GOOD

Breskr's foe Creams
TOPPINGS :
FLAVORS :
Chocolate
Vanilla
Hot fudge
Chocolate
Crushed strawberry
Strawberry
Crushed pineapple
Fudge twirl ·
Crushed c~erry
N .Y . cherry
Marshmallow
Pistach io
Coconut
Butter Pecan
D ietetic Van illa
D ieteti c Chocolate

Soda s
Sundaes
Fresh strawberry or
Hot Fudge
F loat s
Sh akes
Real malt malteds
Ba nana splits
Single scoop

~astrtes

Chocolate layer cake
Apple pie
Cherry pie
Coffee cake
Dan ish sweet roll
Pecan roll
Mouth watering cookies

•

llSc

soc
4Sc

soc
60c

and .. .

•

90c
110c

7Sc
6Sc
6Sc

a la mode add 2Sc
Har d rolls
Breads

30c
25c

Good coff ee
T ea
Hot chocol at e
M ilk
Oran ge juice

30c
30c
3Sc
3Sc
40c

asc
90c

9Sc
13Sc
3Sc

·345.0 fu. foster atit~

cbitago

Coke
7Up
Root Beer
Cherry phosphate
Vanil~a phosphate
Cho'c:olate phosphate

2Sc

PRINT
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SPORTS
16-11 season

Baseball takes a slow hall
by Nick Diakomis
The Northeastern baseball
SJ)ason is almost over. There
are possibly three games left.
The first one, is against Lewis
University at their home field,
Monday night. The season,
however unsuccessful, allowed
many young players to obtain
experie~ce.
At the beginning of the year

the Eagles were strong offensively, but the defense and
the pitching needed improvement. Towards the middle of
the season, the defense kep-t
the Eagles alive as the offense
and pitching were on the
decline. Now at the end of the
season, picthing is good while
the other two aspects have
been average. These are the

newski played all positions
reasons for the Eagles 16-17 Diakoumis, .282, converted
_except 3rd, pitcher, and
record season not being better. from catcher to first baseman,
catcher while batting .258.
There were many line-up
was also nominated for All
Mike Strobaye, Bop O Toole,
changes
throughout
the
District. Steve Kowalski came
and Efrain Ortiz saw limited
season. None, however, really
through this season with many
action but provided the team
jelled. This is the way it went
clutch hits. Kowalski played
with excellent defensive bench
for a good part of the season.
left field and has a .267 avg.
strength.
Mark Obal, a freshman, played
Tom Kokos, a freshman, with
Pitching for the season thus
shortstop. He has a .308
a .305 avg. holds the school
far is as follows :
average and a school record for _ record for triples ; 3 in one
stolen bases, 24. Obal also has
game and 5 for the season. A
- Rich Carmen
4-2 2.57
l}een nominated for All Dis- excellent defensive player is
Jim Iwanski
3-3 2.70
trict. A school recortl is held Jim Doerr, .258, also came
for the most walks by Jim through with several clutch
Bob Capra
34 3.71
Wilhelm who is a right field hits. Freshman March Lenihan
Mike Schaeffer
1-5 6.06
junior with a .253 avg. The is an excellent defensive
Chuck Hallcox
3-0 4.50
center field is covered by Bob - catcher with a menacing arm - John Neubling
2-2 4.50
Hessburger, :229. Junior, Nick -a nd -~ .250 avg. Rick -WisBob Kovas
0-1 4.50

Golf outing swings
Golf time again- shine the
Pontaic Farms, and last but
dang~rous !)
clubs, clean the balls and get not
least
reckless
John
Come on out and have
your snappy outfit together for Waechter, fastest golf cart
yourself a ball- golf ball that
the Physical Health Club
driver in the world (also most
is.
· sponsored UNI Golf Outing.
This happening will take place
on May 20th. The first tee off
will be at 7:30 am with the last
being 10:30 am. It's cheap too
- only $5.50 but only the first
50 golfers to sign up will be
able to participate. To sign up
Coed Volleyball l_n tramurals
Thursday, May 22nd. Four
see Ms. Levun in the gym
will
start
Tuesday
May
27th.
men
and four women are
office.
A - meeting for all team capallowed on a roster. Only one
Students, faculty, and staff
tains or anyone wishing to be
varsity volleyball player alare most cordially invited to
on
a team must be present at a · lowed per team.
play and have a great time at
meeting i_n the gym at 1:00 on
the course which is located in
Bensenville Ill. White Pines
THE COURTS ARE OPEN! One of the early tennis enthusiasts can be reached by taking
taking his practice serves on UNI courts. [Staff photo]
Harlem to Irving Park, where
you take a left to Church Rd.
in Bensinveille. It's about 6
blocks south.
There's prizes for everyone.
Trophies for 1st and 2nd place
winners in low gross and low
net.
lasts
by
the
resid_
e
ntial
Open gym hours for all
Some of golf's lesser known
schools. Pool hours are being
students, faculty and staff has
arranged. The hours will be stars will be · there to ·add
been announced. New tennis
,glitter to the occasion - Brenpublished at a later date.
courts have been built and are
don O'Leary, Ireland's famous
located south of the parking
mashic chopper from the Peat _
·COUPON
_:
Tennis Couts
Gym C
Gym A
Bogs; Robert Crampton, sand ,
trap specialist from Haboken; i
8, 9,12&
,.
10, 11, &1 1
FREE - 1 Pitcher beer with med~ pizza :
Monday
Ray "Rookie" Kaspar, left i
8,9 & 1
1
10 & 1
Tuesday
handed tree-feeler from Yose8, 9 & 1
11,12&1
10,11&1
Wednesday
FREE - 2 Pitchers beer with lge. pizza
:
mite National Park; Dr. Spin
8, 9, 11, 12 & 2'
1
10 & 1
Thursday
Salario, fairway plower from
8, 9, 10, 12, 1 & 2
10,11&1
1
Friday
So¢ OFF - any iuncheon order

Coed V-ball
begins

f""--------------------------

OPEN FOR-LUNCH

Open gym hours

HIDDEN COVE

announced

OPEN AT 11 am. daily

r-----------·---·-----~
I
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SUMMER JOBS
Interesting, challenging jobs for college students and teachers with any office
experience are available this summer. You can work the days of your choice
_in the loop or your neighborhood. Top wages. Wirte, call or go in to register
as soon as possible at the office most convenient to you.

--~
&

~rte, Sunday- i0:30 _pm. Ladies Nite, ,Tuesday
T111inday. Unelcor1ecl- Females. Sf -~ Dr:inL

ELAINE REVELL, INC.
CHICAGO
Loop
Northside
Hyde Park

230 N. Michigan Avenue
2316 W. Lawrence Avenue
1525 E. 53rd Street

OAK PARK

944 Lake Street

DES PLAINES

2510 Dempster Street

-

The Prestige Temporary Office Service

ST 2-2325
LO 1-4508
684-7000
AU -7-6888
774-9625

..

.

LOUNGE-PUB

,..338 N.-Lincoln Ave.
784-9638

I
I

I

